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A construction in a combinatorial geometry G is introduced, which generalizes truncations, 
and corresponds to the projection of an arbitrary set X on a given fiat F of G. This projection is 
minimal among all weak maps which reduce the rank of L7UX to that of F. The hyperplane 
projections, i.e. when F is a hyperplane of G, form a lattice for the weak map order, and 
provide a characterization of the simple weak maps of G which preserve all independent sets of 
G except possible bases. 
The truncation of a combina;torial. geometry G defined on a set S is, informally 
speaking, the projection of S on a hyperplane in general position. In this paper, 
fhis notion is generalized to a construction corresponding to the projection of an 
arbitrary subset X of S on a given Aat F of G. The rigorous definitions being 
given in Section 2, the projection &(X) of X on F can be intuitively described as 
a weak map image of G in which the closure of F contains X and the incidence 
relationships in G are preserved as much as possible. More preciseby, Proposition 
2.6 states that P’(X) is a weakest geometry in which the rank of FU X is equal to 
the rank of F in G. For example, in the geometry defined in Fig. 1, if F = { 1,2} 
and X= {4}, the projection of X on F is represente:d in Fig. 2 
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E&sidles providing a i%enerahzation f truacations, a motivation for studying 
projections was to derine a large class sE simple weak maps, as a first step towards 
1 characrterization f simple weak maps in general. Partial answers to these 
problems are presemedi in Section 3: iI solution is given for the cases of weak 
map.4 preserving all independent sets except possibly bases (Proposition 3.3). 
For the relevant definitions of the Iheory of combinatorial geometries, the 
reader ii; referred to [Z]. 
Throughout tEs paper, G will be a ,givk II geometry on a finite set S. Given 
A c: S, Aa and r,(A) (or A and r(A) if t here is no ambiguity) are the closure and 
the rank of A in G. p is the rank of G, i.e. I(S) = p. For 0~ k 6 p, Z& is the set of 
inde,pendent sets of rank k. sP= UOskl;;@ spk. 
For any integer n, 1 s 11 e p, a set Xc S is said to be n-closed if %?c X’, for all 
vr Y &MI& +L%, 1x4 I? Y 1 - LB J&5&&x CA’UI j A 1 - re. me tz=~~~~e 3f 2 s,rtrt A is the smallest (for inclusion) 
n-dosed set contining A. The (p - I.)-4osusx of A is called the hyperplane 
closure of A and denote.3 by h(A). 
If G, and Gz are twc g iometries on S, the not&ion G,-, Gz will mean that the 
identity on S is a weak map from G1 to Gz+ + is an order on the set of 
geometries defined OIL S, xlled the weak map order. G1-* Gz is a simple weak 
map 3 G1 covers cG& for he -9 order. 
A geometry E is an err-&on of G if8 G is the truncation of E. The set of all 
erections of G, ordered iy the weak map order, is a lattice 8(G) [ 11. The 
O-element of s?(G) is G W?f; anJ the l-element is the free erection [3, 51. 
The foilowing simpli%d set notation will be used: Vx E S, A c S, A U x is 
A U {x), A -x is A -{xl, etc. 
Let I’ be a f\at of rank q is G, q 2~ 1, and X a subset of S. The purpose of this 
section is to describe thr: construction of a geometry on S, called the projection of 
X on F, which is a weak map image of G in which tFe rank of FU X is q. 
Let T be the a-closur : of FU X. We define for each n, 0~ n SIP, a family 5$., of 
subsets (If S, and a mapping r’Y : Pn -92’ as follows: 
For n * 1, let 9, = {I : k Y,;, Vk < n, WE gli, W C(J)). 
9,, will be proved to be the family of independeix sets of the new geometry and 
the mapping C its closure: ope :ator. The def’mition of the action of C on elements 
of 5$, is motivated by t5e tw:) foUoCng observations. First, the projection is a 
weak ma:3 image of G ir: wh& the: rzilk of ‘r is q: for any I E 9,. r is contained in 
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C(r), and furthermore, if r(lf1 a) a 4, the set 1’lJ T, having the same rank as r in 
the projection, is also contained in C(I). Secondly, if Y1, Y7. . . . , Y,,, are m st:ts 
of rank yt in the projection, such that the intersection of any two consecutive S(:ts 
Yi n Yi+l is also of rank n, then clearly Y, U ‘U,U * l l U Y,,, is contained in the 
closure of atry of them, say C(Y,). 
More formally, we consider the family 
in which we define the following binary relation 9? ,, : .I1 and J2 being two elements 
of SL, we say that J#&,& if there is a sequence of elements Xi7 1s , s m, of P,‘,, 
JTJ = Y*, Y2, . . . , Y, = J2 such that for i, 1 s i s m - I, Yi P I’,+ 1 contains an 
element of 9,. 
It is easy to sho\N that B,, is an equivalence relation. F’or any element I of Pn, 
let I’ be the element of 9: containing I. C(I) is defined as follows: 
From the definition of C(I), it is clear that if 1, J E 9, and I’= C(J), then 
C(I) = C(J). 
Let P= UO<i<P9i. 
Proposition 2.1. iP is t!ze family of independent sets of a geometry on S. 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 will be a consequence of the following thre : 
lemmas: 
I&m 2.2. If I@, and for some XE S, _~Ux&Y9,+,, then IU x c C(I). 
Proof. If IU n is depzndent in G, then x E r implying that x E C I), and I U x c 
C(I). Suppose that IU x E 3’,,+1. A; IUx EP,+~, there is an element J of gpk 
k<n+lsuchthatPUxcC(J). As ?cC(.l)andI~P, wehave k%z,i.e. k=n 
Now, from I, JEP, and 1~ C(J), we have C(T)= C(J). 
b-a 2.3, If IEZP, and for some xES, IUXE!~‘,,~. then C(I)cC(IUx). 
Froof. Let I’ be the element of 9:, which contains I, and J’ thP one of PL, 
containing J = IUx. Consider an el:ment Y of P,‘,, Y5?J’: there is a stquencc 
I’= E’l, Y,, . . . ) E;, =f Y, Yi E 9:, amI for i, 1 C i S 772 - 1, Y, n Y,+ 1 cont,k 31 
elcmen: of Pn. 
For i, 1 s i G m, each Yi is of the f )rm 2; or AiU T for some A, E ,‘P,,. We claini 
that AiUXE9”+1 (proof: if A, LJ xrf !&,,, then, lq Lemma 2.3. A, U x c CC A, ! c 
C(I). Thus x E C(I), which is contrary to the assumption that Icl x E 9, c. 1. 
Consequently, for 1 --- c i c m therl: is In element ,Zi of PA, 1 containing Ai U X. WC -_- 
have Yi c Zi (proof: if Y, = A,, ihen Y, C A, L._! XC %, ; if 1: =’ A, ti -; _ t hc T! -_LI 
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ow, for any 5 16 t -~a l l ‘* F9+8 - 1, there iS aI1 element Ui of gn, Ui C: Yi f7 Yi+** We 
U?uxcz;inZ&.. By using the same argument as above, it can be shown that 
Thus, we h8ve a sequence J’ =r Zs, .Z.&, . . . , & - Z,2$ E 
and far any iS Mism- 1, & n&+% contains an eleme!ut of ga+i, i.e. 
, we Ill;ive shown that, given any YE PL such that Y c C(I), i.e. 
Y9 J, there is an ele ment Z of SL, 1, Z&+J and Y c 2. As C(J: contains Z, it 
also contains Y, arid thus C(r) c C(I U x). 
Pro& Lf I is an element of 9’n but not of @,, then for some k <: 12 and some 
element J of gk, wf: kave 1~ C(s). If JU _c%&+,, then, by Lemma 2~2, xE C(J), 
imppying thzt .lU x c G’(Jf mid lu x& Pn+p if Jii x ES&+,, then Iby Lemma 2.3, 
C(nc ~(JUx:), i.e. f Uxc C(JUx), and thus dUx&P,+,. 
Proposition 2.1 can now be proved by showing that 
(2) If f E 9, then ftx any element x E I, 1- x E J (this is a direct. consequtxe 
cf Le;mma 2.4). 
(2) If &, Pl ~9, [.?-I= f1,! + 1 then I1 U x ~9 for some x E 1*. ,, 
h3of of proposrtioa 2.1. Let IfI1 =z n and J = {x : x E II, I1 U x E Yn_, :}. We need ts 
show that I1 U x E sPn.+l for some x E 3: Suppose that this is not th: case, and fClr 
x E J, I, U x&9&. I?;, Lemma 2.2, we have that, for x E J, x E C(I,), i.e. Jc (?(I,). 
On the other hand, for x E 12 - J, I, U x is dependent so & - J c & c: C(1,). Finally 
& c C(I,) which is impossible as 12 E 9n+1. 
Proposition 2.1 is thus proved, and the geometry defined by $@ is called the 
projection of X on F, denoted by P,(X). The flats, of P,(X) are chit racterized by: 
won 25 T%e family (C(l) : 1~ 9) is the _?amily of jlats of PF(;y). 
oaf. It is sufkizn~ to she? j that for any element I of 9, c(1) is I he closure of 1’ 
in ID&X). Let xir C(p): if 1C.J x is not independent in &(X’), then b:y Lemma 2.2, 
x E @(I), which i’s impossible II Thus for any x not in C(r), I U x is independent in
&(.rc): CIP) is the closure c,a” I in &(X). 
e folkkwing corollary g?oups a few easy ?esults tibout &(><r: 
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By construction of the projection of X on F, it is clear that if Y c S, such th it 
Xc YC T, then P’(X) = P’(Y) = PF( 7’). The number of distinct projections on F 
is the number of q-closed sets containing F. 
As 9~ 9, we have G-+4$(X‘): the following proposition shows that this weak 
map is minimal among all weak maps which reduce the rank of F U X to 4. 
IProposition 2.6. If H is a gewnetfy on S such that I# U X) = q, and 
G+N-+P,(X), then H = &(X). 
Proof. Let us simply denote &(x) by P. The independent sets of G, H and P are 
the same in ranks 0, 1, . . . , q. For k, 106 k s q - 1, we have: V’I E :yb, 1” c IF c 
Tp = C(I) = fG i.e. fG =: iFF = I”. The following intermediary result is useful: 
Lemma 2.7. F” = T. 
Roof. As H+P and rHi:F’) = rp(F’)-z q, we have F” c Fp = T. On thie other hand, 
as r&W X) = r&E;) = q, we have XC FH. Thus, FU Xc F”. Furthermore, F” is 
a set which is q-closed in G (proof: If I E 9”’ I c FH, I is also independent in H so 
~G~~QFH 
) and the q-closure of FU X in G, i.e. T, is contained in F’“. Finally 
F -H = 1’ as claimed. 
In order to prove Proposition 2.6, let us assume as induction hypothesis that for 
any integer k, 0 G k G rn - l., with ~13 q, and any set I of cardinality k, indepen- 
dent in H, we have 1~9~ and r” = C(I). Let us consider the case k = m. 
Let 1~ S, III= m, and P independent in H. I E 9’,,,. If I& pm, then for some 
k < m, and some JE 9bk, we have 4~ C(J) = J’“, which is impossible. Thus inde- 
pendent sets of rank m are the same in P and H. 
AS If +P, if IE 9,,,, then I” c r’. Let us show that rP = fH. As G-+ H and I is 
independent in Ii, we have r” c rH. Using the notation developed in the 
construction of P, for any J E 9,, let J’ E 91, be the element of 9h containing J. lf 
J’ = JG, then J’C J? If J’ = 3” U T, ix ., rG(jG n 7) 3 q, let B be a basis of J” n T 
in G, IBI & 4. As 4 c r, [B) C &(,TG f, T> =Z T,,~( T> = q’, we have ‘r = ij” = (7)” (1 
fH and J’- jG U Tc jH, Thus for any element J oi 9,, we have J’c J”. 
Now, if J’, M’ E Sk and r&’ n 1:‘) = m, we have m < rH(J’ n K’j s fj,(.l’) - 
tjq(.JH) = ‘nl., i.e. 
_. 
ij&‘r\ K’) = m. Furthermore m = rH(J’ n K’:I i r&P n K” I= 
rH(JH) = r&P) = m implying that 3’ n K’ c .TH n KH = .P = Pi. Finally. if J’ 
grn and ..I’ c C(1) ( i.e. ..@?,I’), then we have J’c JM = I”. Thus C(I) c 7” tint1 
C(I) = IH. 
The proof shows that and P have the same indeuendent sets in ail r:uk i c. 
pi= P. 
Ci) If Xc:, i.e. T= 
(ii) .Bf is SllC at T is the whole set !i, we have 
me Let p= .&(S), If .B is a basis of F in kG, then B EP~, and ,@” f= S, so that 
x Ib= sl, 111 v q can be independent in P. 4% the other hand, tlx: independent 
!? ,,f P and G sre the same in ranks 0, 1, . . a , p. P is thus the q-tmncation of G. 
@ii) ?he eme q =E; p - 1, i.e. the projection on a hyperplane F of I(:; is of further 
it,terest, Let 7’ b: a hyperplane-6iiosed set of G, Fc T: an indepeklent set. I of G 
is indtependcnt i n &(T) if and only if II/s q or I$ T if \I\= q. Tlris is the 
ct~snstrtiction intrxkzd in [3, para[graph 21. 
kt Y be the set of all projections o’a hyperplanes ihi G. 
9r=(&(‘I”):r,(F)=p-1, Fc T, Thyperplane closed}. 
r’ = $- (c} is the set of non-trivial hyperplane projections. If P,.(T) E Y’, then 
F;c T, FZ T, so T is a hyperplane-closed spanning set ;Ip G. Conwrsely, given a 
t Tc S such that ?z(JI’):, T. qnd- r&I’) = p, T contains somf :: hyperplianes 
F;,F,,*.., Fp of G: clearly P’_(‘T)= P&J = l 9 l = P&(T). Thus, il: we let 
X(G)={T:TcS,h(T)=T,‘~=S}U{0b, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between Y and Z(G). $4 corresponds to the 
trivial projection and any T# $3, TE Z(G) corresponds to a unique non-trivial 
hyperpt ane projection, denoted by P(T). 
X(G) orderI:d by inclusion is a lattice and we have 
PropoMon 3,2. T ordered by the weclk map order is a lattice isomorphic to t?ae 
dual of X(G). 
Pm& We have to prove that if T,, T+ X(G), then 
(aj Suppose that T1 c T2: let 1 be independent in P(T,). Either 111 s II- 1 and 
then I is independent in P(TJ, or $I= p and I$ T2, implying that I$ T1 and I Is 
also independent in P(T,). Ihus P(T,)-*P(T,). 
(b) Suppose P(T,)-+PI(“T,~. If Tl -, @ the claim hclds so suppose Tl # 0, i.e. 
e= S. Suppo:ie that TI - T2 -* @, say x E T1 - T2_ Let B be a basis of G :such that 
E ‘-, T1 : B is dependent in P(‘Y), and thus also dependent in P( Tz). B k thus 
contained in T2 and with rmk p - 1 in P(T,). As x@ B, by the basis exchange 
property, there is an elemer? y of B such that B’ = (B - y) U x is a basis of G. El’ 
not contained in T2, is independent in P{T,) and thus also independent in P(T), 
which is impossible as B’ c ‘rI. 
c O-element of ,Y corresponds tci S in X(G) and is thus the truncation of 47 
mnt cl!’ view ok‘ crrectioris i  taken, let E be the free erection of G, 
supposed non-trivial,. constructed according tc3 [3] or [S]. Clearly any hyperplant - 
projection of E is an erection of G, but the converse may not be true. The set of 
h.yperptlane projections of E is a sublattice of the lattice 8(G) (J;f erections of C;. 
In 131, Broposition 2 sta;;s that, given two elements El and ET of g(G), L;, 
covers E2 if and only if there is a basis B of El such that E, =T. P( h(B)), /J(H) 
being the hyperplane closxe of B in E1. In view of Proposition 3.2, this result is 
insufficiel,t as it stands, ;illd should be corrected as follows: 
Rropos&z 33. E, and E2 being two erections of G, E, covers E2 in 8(G) ifl there 
is a minimal hypeplane closed spannling set T of El such that E2 = P(T). 
I?H&. If E p E2, it is proved in [3] that there is an element T of Z(E,), T# id, 
such that P(T)+E,. 
If El covers EZ, necessarily P(T) = E2 and 7’ is minimal, by Proposition 3.2. 
Conversely, if El is a non-trivial erection of G; and T is a minimal non-emp’:y 
elemcfit of X(E,), clearly P(T) is an erection of G (possibly trivial), which is a 
weak map image of El. If El does not cover P(T), then for some T’E %!‘(E,), 
T’ # 8, P(r)--+ P( T), implying ‘I” c 1’ which is impossible. 
In the situation described in Proposition 3.3, E2 is called a minimal hyperplauc 
projection of El. 
Given a geometry El of rank p + 1, if we consider the weak map images of t3, 
which have the same independent sets as El in ranks 0, I, . . . , p, they are 
elements of the lattice 8(G), G being the truncation of E,. The simple weak maps 
of this class are characterized by: 
Proposition X4. Given two geometries El and E2 on S, E, of rank p + 1, E, is 11 
simple weak map of El and has the same independcut sets as E, in ranks 
0, I., . . . , p ifl E2 is a minimal hyperplane projection of El. 
Two orher consequences of Propc.sition 3.3 are: 
Proposition 3.5, Any truncation is tjte composition of minimal hyperplane proA- 
tions. 
l90g0dti0n 3.6. The truncation of a geometry G is a simple weak ntup imqtr of ii 
ij and only ij the only hyperpiane-cLwed spanning set of G is S. 
4, Con&d@ remarks 
AcS 
i1,2.3,4,51 
{Ii,?. 8,8,10) 
{I,5.6,10) 
{ “,3.6,7,8) 
93,4.5,3,8,10) 
:2,4,7,91 
rank of rank of 
.A Act3 A 
._ -. Fig. 8. Same as geometry G 
3 (1,2,‘,4,S 3 except that {2,4,7,9) is of 
3 6.:,&.qo) rank 3. Geometry G’: G+ 
3 G’-, P#). 
3 Fig. 7. Projection P’(x) of G. 
3 F = (1,2,3), X == (S). 
4 
Fig. 6. Geometry G. 
._ 
rejections which are simple weak maps. 
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